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Bugfixes
INFORMATION
When opening a project with the new version (2019-20.20), projects of the directly
previous version (2019-20.13)
are converted and can no longer be opened with the previous version
[ ] Single-User
[ ] Multi-User
are not converted and can still be opened with the previous version
[x] Single-User
[x] Multi-User
COM Registration
[x] the COM library has been changed and should be registered again
(start the program as ADMIN using „E3.series.exe /register“)

The bug fixes are sorted and listed by designer number(s). This enables you, for example, to
easily search for bugs reported to our support office.
Designer-14635
Designer-32180
Designer-34361

Designer-35045
Designer-35366
Designer-35439
Designer-35609
Designer-35633
Designer-35656
Designer-35677
Designer-35728
Designer-35734
Designer-35737

Designer-35750

New function: Shield symbol's size should automatically be adjusted to
connection line's position, when they are modified
New function in NetsegmentInterface to get all placed bundle symbol from
a net segment
Wire Seal models only with metric outer diameter for wire diameter, AWG
values can be selected - depending on the definition in configuration
database
Panel door might not be visible in 2D in specific combinations
Incorrect mounting rail optimization for terminals with connected devices
When copying or moving connect lines, options on other connect lines are
possibly deleted
When renaming a node of a structured Device Tree with F2 or "Rename" in
context menu, destination sheet reference not updated
Bad performance when saving a project with COM call
"prj.SaveSheetsAsSingleUser"
If several connectors are shown in one symbol in Formboard and moved,
the associated Formboard tables disappear
Refactor: E3.series: "GID messages" may appear when opening multiuser
projects
When exchanging a terminal component, the terminal symbols are
swapped.
Schematic type definition in "Treeview" tab doesn't work correctly
Error message 'E - Error in function
hncpst\get_cpst_pins_to_connect_name_first(), ret = 11' at display of
context menu in device tree - defined mating connector without pins
When displaying an attribute with text node #1000, the correct text node is
not always generated via the Device Properties.
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Designer-35752
Designer-35763
Designer-35793
Designer-35802
Designer-35803
Designer-35813
Designer-35841
Designer-35874

Designer-35907
Designer-35916
Designer-35932
Designer-35933
Designer-35936
Designer-35943
Designer-35953
Designer-35958
Designer-35959
Designer-35975
Designer-35988

Designer-35989

Designer-36072
Designer-36077
Designer-36139

Copying text with special characters leads to E - Error in function CBTEXT ,
ret = 3 rc = 5
No clear message that description limited to 256 characters when renaming
multi-user project description
Sheets in PDF are displayed after a 'jump to' command with a zoom factor
even if the related setting is defined as 0 %
New function: Placement of connector with inserts as pin group for each
insert (top level) and as one pingroup with all pins
Internal device designation of a block connector hyphenated when
importing a .csv file
New function: Optional export of levels of symbol graphics in DXF available
Flag 'Don't purge if device is unused' not transferred for cables via drawing
file or design file
2D view - A model that has already been rotated by 180 degrees can no
longer be placed on a mounting rail after another rotation - Message
'Invalid position'
COM: Connection.Create - errors when creating overlapped connections
After executing "Split block" command and rotating, block and its outline
no longer agree if "Mark split blocks" setting used
Searching for signal 'FG' generates warning 'W - chain\validate_this: 0 is
invalid'
DBE: Since patch 2019-20.13 it is no longer possible to call the database
editor by editing a device at database tree in project mode
Terminal plan - all connection points of terminal displayed as one line for
PE terminals
Different number of connection targets depending on the connection order
of the wires
Updating subcircuit in project outputs red error messages
E3.topology: Crash when assigning a connector to a disconnecting point
Copy or export of a multiuser project doesn't work with 64-bit multiuser
server
Attribute text template doesn't show the connected wire names when
assigned to the connect node
Error message 'E - Error in function void __thiscall
MuDisplayCollector::redisplay_celtxts(void) const, ret = 1' when saving
project without options
When opening multi-user projects, the error 'E - Update failed. Update
failed because of conflicting changes. Object with gid '2-4-0-5cc' has
already been modified by' appears but the project remains open.
Connection logic lines may disappear when activating a sheet
Bad performance in cable properties dialog if many different outer
diameters are defined in the configuration database
Change component shows error 'E - Error in Function
hnsignal\change_sig_or_sigclass(), ret = 4' - The last action will be
withdrawn
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